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ABSTRACT

Multiple equilibria in a coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice general circulation model (GCM) of an

aquaplanet with many degrees of freedom are studied. Three different stable states are found for exactly the

same set of parameters and external forcings: a cold state in which a polar sea ice cap extends into the

midlatitudes; a warm state, which is ice free; and a completely sea ice–covered ‘‘snowball’’ state. Although

low-order energy balance models of the climate are known to exhibit intransitivity (i.e., more than one climate

state for a given set of governing equations), the results reported here are the first to demonstrate that this is

a property of a complex coupled climate model with a consistent set of equations representing the 3D dy-

namics of the ocean and atmosphere. The coupled model notably includes atmospheric synoptic systems,

large-scale circulation of the ocean, a fully active hydrological cycle, sea ice, and a seasonal cycle. There are no

flux adjustments, with the system being solely forced by incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere.

It is demonstrated that the multiple equilibria owe their existence to the presence of meridional structure in

ocean heat transport: namely, a large heat transport out of the tropics and a relatively weak high-latitude

transport. The associated large midlatitude convergence of ocean heat transport leads to a preferred latitude

at which the sea ice edge can rest. The mechanism operates in two very different ocean circulation regimes,

suggesting that the stabilization of the large ice cap could be a robust feature of the climate system. Finally, the

role of ocean heat convergence in permitting multiple equilibria is further explored in simpler models: an

atmospheric GCM coupled to a slab mixed layer ocean and an energy balance model.

1. Introduction

A central question of climate research concerns the ex-

istence or otherwise of multiple equilibria. Lorenz (1968,

1970) discusses the implications for climate of whether the

governing equations are ‘‘transitive,’’ supporting only one

set of long-term statistics, or ‘‘intransitive,’’ supporting two

or more sets of long-term statistics (i.e., multiple equilib-

ria); each of which has a finite probability of resulting from

random initial conditions. The proven existence of multiple

equilibria in complex models of the climate system would

have a profound impact on our interpretation of the pa-

leoclimate record and our perspectives on possible future

climates. The paleo record shows that the earth’s climate

has occupied very different states in the past: for example,

ranging from a nearly or completely ice-covered state

(snowball earth) during the Neoproterozoic [730–640 mil-

lion years ago (Ma); e.g., Hoffmann et al. 1998], to a warm

house (no ice) in the Cretaceous (e.g., Zachos et al. 2001),

to the ‘‘moderate’’ present-day climate with ice caps over

the poles. Moreover, the paleo record suggests that climate

has changed abruptly in the past, particularly during the

periods of massive glaciation and deglaciation over the past

2 Ma. Multiple equilibrium states, which might be ‘‘ac-

cessed’’ suddenly as external forcing parameters slowly

change (e.g., orbital parameters, greenhouse gas concen-

trations, continental drift, etc.) and pass through ‘‘tipping

points’’ [see the review by Lenton et al. (2008)], could have

played a role in such climate excursions. In the context

of global climate change in response to anthropogenic

greenhouse gas emissions, if multiple equilibria exist then

the possibility of massive (and possibly abrupt) climate

shifts in response to slow changes would have to be taken

very seriously, even if the chance of such an event were

very unlikely. Moreover, if the levels of atmospheric

greenhouse gases were to be reduced, the climate might

not necessarily return to its prior state.

The oceanic and atmospheric literature abounds with

studies of simple models that exhibit multiple equilibria
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and hysteresis. Among these, two key concepts were

formulated by Stommel (1961), who deals with the oce-

anic thermohaline circulation [or meridional overturning

circulation (MOC)],1 and Budyko (1969) and Sellers

(1969), who deal with the ice albedo feedback.

Stommel (1961) found that under certain conditions

the MOC could exhibit two stable states: a thermal mode

with vigorous circulation and a haline mode with weak

circulation. This concept has raised a considerable inter-

est, as evidenced by the extensive literature on the sub-

ject, in part because it was linked to the paleoclimate

record (Broecker et al. 1985). The mechanism and the

historical development of Stommel-type models are re-

viewed by Stocker (1999).

The present results pertain to the body of work ex-

ploring ice albedo feedback, which goes back to the en-

ergy balance models (EBMs) of Budyko (1969) and

Sellers (1969). These models treat the competing effects

of meridional energy transport and local radiative pro-

cesses on surface temperature and provide an elegant

representation of the nonlinear ice albedo feedback. One

of the hallmarks of this feedback is the existence of two

very different equilibrium climates for a given solar

forcing: a warm climate with a small ice cap (or none at

all) and a very cold, completely ice-covered snowball.

Between the two stable equilibria lies a third solution with

large but finite ice cover. However, in the classical EBM,

this large ice cap is unstable to small perturbations and is

thus not a physically realizable state. The early EBM lit-

erature is reviewed by North et al. (1981).

Recently, Rose and Marshall (2009, hereafter RM09)

proposed a significant extension of classical EBMs, which

allows them to maintain a large stable ice cap extending

down in to middle latitudes. The key additional processes

are the inclusion of (i) latitudinal structure in the merid-

ional ocean heat transport (OHT) with minima at which

the ice edge can rest and (ii) the insulating effect of sea ice

on the underlying ocean. The resulting model supports

three stable states: a solution with a large ice cap extend-

ing down to middle latitudes, a small ice cap, and the

snowball. The stable large ice cap state is absent from

the classical EBM, because the implied OHT in the latter

has a broad hemispheric structure, a sinusoidally shaped

bump extending from equator to pole, very much like the

atmospheric energy transport but unlike observed OHT

(see, e.g., estimates by Trenberth and Caron 2001).

Although the multiple equilibrium properties of EBMs

(and Stommel’s model) are well understood, one must be

cautious in extrapolating from simple models, which allow

only a few degrees of freedom, to more complex models

and thence to the real climate, which has many, many

degrees of freedom. For example, Lee and North (1995)

show that some otherwise stable EBM solutions can be

rendered unstable with the addition of noise representing

the internal variability of an atmospheric general circu-

lation model (GCM). Indeed, hitherto, the existence of

multiple stable states has not been conclusively demon-

strated in complex coupled climate models.

In GCMs, multiple states of the MOC can be revealed

through ‘‘water hosing’’ experiments in which freshwater

perturbations are added to the high latitudes of the North

Atlantic basin. Typically, the MOC collapses for some

finite freshwater anomaly and does not recover its initial

state once the anomaly is reduced. Manabe and Stouffer

(1988) were the first to report on such multiple states in a

coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice GCM. However, they

employed surface salt flux adjustments, an acceleration

technique for the ocean convergence (Bryan 1984), which

creates spurious sources of heat/salt in the ocean interior;

a coarse resolution (R15), which prevents the develop-

ment of synoptic-scale eddies; an annual-mean insolation;

and a prescribed annual-mean cloud cover derived from

observations. All these features were required to carry

out such an experiment at the time, but they raise major

questions about the robustness of the result.2 Following

Manabe and Stouffer (1988), multiple states of the MOC

under water-hosing forcing were extensively studied in

ocean-only models (e.g., Rahmstorf 1995) and more re-

cently in coupled GCMs (Rahmstorf et al. 2005; Stouffer

et al. 2006). Rahmstorf et al. (2005) report on a stan-

dardized water-hosing intercomparison project with earth

system coupled models of intermediate complexity. They

find that all coupled GCMs exhibit multiple states of the

MOC. Although the study includes a wide variety of

GCMs, all calculations are compromised by at least

one of the following two limitations: 1) freshwater/heat/

momentum flux adjustments and 2) use of a simplified

atmosphere (EBM, zonally averaged, or statistical model).

As in Manabe and Stouffer (1988), flux adjustment breaks

the laws of conservation in the coupled climate system and

results in air–sea fluxes inconsistent with the oceanic and

atmospheric dynamical transports. The use of a simplified

atmosphere, on the other hand, effectively reduces the

coupled system to a low-order system. Additionally, it

suppresses the development of a vigorous storm track and

hence the energizing of a substantial internal variability

1 The notion of multiple equilibria in the abyssal ocean circula-

tion is actually much older, dating back to Chamberlin (1906).

2 Manabe and Stouffer were the first to recognize this, they say:

‘‘In this study, it was necessary to adjust the rate of water exchange

at the ocean–atmosphere interface in order to remove a systematic

bias of the model. In view of this artificial adjustment of surface

water flux, one has to regard the present results with caution.’’
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in the coupled climate system. As mentioned above, the

presence of noise could lead to the destabilization of

otherwise stable equilibria. From a dynamical point of

view, the absence of atmospheric eddies requires pa-

rameterization of the meridional transports and surface

winds. The use of a simplified atmosphere also often re-

quires ad hoc choices about air–sea coupling (e.g., the

zonal repartition of precipitation).

In a water-hosing intercomparison similar to that of

Rahmstorf et al. (2005) but with more comprehensive

coupled GCMs, Stouffer et al. (2006) report possible

multiple equilibria in only two cases. However, these are

not run out to steady state and employ surface flux ad-

justment (and in one case an EBM atmosphere).

Investigation with GCMs of the multiple states due to

the ice albedo feedback is scarcer. Langen and Alexeev

(2004) found multiple equilibria, including stable large ice

caps, in an atmospheric GCM coupled to a mixed layer

ocean with a thermodynamic sea ice model and pre-

scribed OHT. The latter, of course, is a major caveat,

because it decouples key elements that interact with one

another in the climate system. This study also neglects the

seasonal cycle of solar forcing, thus missing a key source

of potentially destabilizing variability. The existence of

the snowball state as a multiple equilibrium alongside a

nearly ice-free state, which is the primary prediction of the

classical EBM, has recently found support by Marotzke

and Bozet (2007) in a state-of-the-art coupled GCM con-

figured for the present day. However, a steady-state

snowball is artificially achieved by limiting the growth of

sea ice thickness to 8 m (this is effectively equivalent to a

spurious heat source to prevent the ‘‘runaway’’ freezing of

all water). That said, it remains unclear whether the cli-

mate system can also support stable intermediate states

with large but finite ice caps. There is evidence that the

convergence of OHT plays a key role in limiting sea ice

expansion, both in the observed modern climate (Bitz

et al. 2005) and in modeling studies of the approach to a

snowball (e.g., Poulsen et al. 2001).3

Here, we report that a complex coupled ocean–

atmosphere–sea ice climate model with many degrees of

freedom supports three multiple equilibrium states akin to

the simple model solutions in RM09. The context of our

calculations is that of the aquaplanet, a planet just like our

own with an atmosphere and ocean, except that the

geometrical constraints on ocean circulation are reduced

to a minimal description: the land is represented by a se-

quence of sticks as described in Marshall et al. (2007),

Enderton and Marshall (2009), and Ferreira et al. (2010).

Multiple equilibria are found in two different land con-

figurations: the pure aquaplanet, ‘‘Aqua,’’ in which to-

pographic constraints are absent from both fluids as the

ocean covers the entire globe and the ‘‘Ridge’’ setup in

which a strip of land extends from pole to pole. We will

see that both configurations exhibit three stable states:

a warm climate (no ice), a cold climate (ice extending

down to about 508), and a snowball. The sea surface

temperature (SST) and sea ice thickness of the warm and

cold states are illustrated in Fig. 1.

We emphasize from the outset that the computations

reported here include three-dimensional (3D) dynamics

in both ocean and atmosphere (and eddy resolving in the

latter), do not depend on artificial forcing or flux adjust-

ments and that all solutions are integrated out to equi-

librium. The main result of the present study is twofold: 1)

a complex, dynamically consistent coupled climate GCM

with vigorous internal variability and including the sea-

sonal cycle can support multiple equilibrium states and 2)

in addition to the extreme snowball and (nearly) ice-free

states, a third equilibrium with a large, finite ice cap is

permitted. This is made possible by the meridional

structure in OHT, as anticipated in RM09’s EBM.

We argue here that the complexity (and consistency) of

the physics included in our coupled GCM represent a

significant improvement over previous studies of multiple

states. The simplified geometries however are a caveat

although the existence of multiple states in two very dif-

ferent setups encourages us to think that our results are

not just an exotic consequence of a particular geometry.

Our paper is set out as follows: In section 2, we present

a brief description of the coupled model. In section 3, the

multiple equilibria are described, emphasizing the com-

mon aspects of the Ridge and Aqua configurations. An

atmospheric model coupled to a slab mixed layer ocean

with prescribed OHT is used, in section 4, to explore the

role of the OHT meridional structure in the multiple

states. In section 5, we modify RM09’s EBM to interpret

the GCM results emphasizing the key physics at play. In

section 6, we conclude.

2. Description of the coupled GCM

We use the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

general circulation model (MITgcm) in a coupled ocean–

atmosphere–sea ice setup (Marshall et al. 1997a,b). The

model exploits an isomorphism between ocean and at-

mosphere dynamics to generate atmosphere and ocean

models from the same dynamical core (Marshall et al.

3 For completeness, we note a third type of multiple states found

in GCMs: multiple equilibria of the biome–atmosphere coupled

system (Claussen 1998; Wang and Eltahir 2000; Renssen et al.

2003). In these studies, there is either no dynamical ocean or a

minimal role for the ocean. The impact of these multiple states on

climate is strongest at continental scale (usually over North Africa

and central East Asia) and is weak at the global scale.
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2004). The model uses the following vertical coordi-

nates: the pressure coordinate p for the compressible at-

mosphere and the rescaled height coordinate z* for the

Boussinesq ocean (Adcroft and Campin 2004). As de-

scribed in Adcroft et al. (2004), both component models

use the same cubed-sphere grid at a low resolution C24

(24 3 24 points per face, yielding a resolution of 3.758 at

the equator). The cubed-sphere grid avoids problems as-

sociated with converging meridians at the poles and en-

sures that the model dynamics there are treated with as

much fidelity as elsewhere. Additionally, it greatly sim-

plifies the implementation of a conservative interface

between ocean and atmosphere (see Campin et al. 2008).

The atmospheric model is based on the Simplified Pa-

rameterizations, Primitive-Equation Dynamics (SPEEDY)

physics scheme (Molteni 2003). Briefly, it comprises

a four-band radiation scheme, a parameterization of

moist convection, diagnostic clouds, and a boundary

layer scheme (see discussions in Molteni 2003; Marshall

et al. 2007). A low vertical resolution is employed: one

level is placed in the boundary layer, three are placed in

the troposphere, and one is placed in the stratosphere.

The 3-km-deep, flat-bottomed ocean model has 15 ver-

tical levels, increasing from 30 m at the surface to 400 m

at depth. Effects of mesoscale eddies are parameterized

as an advective process (Gent and McWilliams 1990)

together with an isopycnal diffusion (Redi 1982), both

with a transfer coefficient of 1200 m2 s21. Convective

adjustment, implemented as an enhanced vertical mix-

ing of temperature and salinity, is used to represent

ocean convection, as described in Klinger et al. (1996).

The background vertical diffusion is uniform and set to

a value of 3 3 1025 m2 s21. A nonlinear equation of

state is employed (Jackett and McDougall 1995).

A sea ice model is included based on the Winton (2000)

two and a half layer thermodynamic model. The prog-

nostic variables are ice fraction; snow and ice thickness;

and a two-level enthalpy representation, which accounts

for brine pockets and sea ice salinity, employing an energy

conserving formulation. There is no sea ice dynamics.

FIG. 1. SST and sea ice thickness in (top) Ridge and (bottom) Aqua for the (left) cold and (right) warm solutions.
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However, we use a diffusion of sea ice thickness as a proxy

for ice dynamics.4 The snow-albedo parameterization

(also used for snow over land5) depends on snow height,

surface temperature, and the age of the snow (a detailed

description is given in appendix A). The atmospheric CO2

level is prescribed at present-day values. The seasonal

cycle of insolation is represented (using a present-day

obliquity of 23.58 and zero eccentricity), but there is no

diurnal cycle. The setup is identical to that used in Fer-

reira et al. (2010) and very similar to that used in Marshall

et al. (2007) and Enderton and Marshall (2009); for key

differences, see Ferreira et al. (2010).

The coupled system can be integrated for 1100 yr in one

week of dedicated computer time. Fluxes of momentum,

freshwater, heat, and salt are exchanged every hour (the

ocean time step). Finally, as discussed by Campin et al.

(2008), our model does not require an artificial limit on

sea ice thickness to avoid the drying out of the ocean cells.

This is made possible by the use of the z* coordinate. This,

in addition, allows for a realistic treatment of the sea ice–

ocean interface. Our coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice

model thus achieves perfect (machine accuracy) conser-

vation of freshwater, heat, and salt during extended cli-

mate simulations, a property which is crucial to the fidelity

and integrity of the coupled system.

3. Description of multiple equilibrium states

For each of the Aqua and Ridge configurations, three

equilibrium states have been found that use exactly the

same set of parameters (and in fact are run from the same

executable file). The only external forcing is due to in-

coming solar radiation and the prescribed level of CO2. In

particular, air–sea heat fluxes are fully consistent with the

ocean and atmosphere energy/mass transports, because

the model employs a real freshwater formulation, even in

the presence of sea ice (see Campin et al. 2008), and there

are no flux adjustments. Our solutions are fully equili-

brated and do not exhibit any drift, despite significant

variability. Moreover, after reaching statistical equilib-

rium, they were run out for a further thousand years or

more. The last 4100 yr of the global volume-averaged

ocean temperature for each run are shown in Fig. 2. Note

that the time series were shifted so that they could all fit

within 18C and some of the very long time scale variability

can be seen.

Aqua uses a solar constant So 5 1366 W m22 (the

modern value) but slightly different sea ice–albedo pa-

rameters than the reference configurations presented in

Marshall et al. (2007), Enderton and Marshall (2009), and

Ferreira et al. (2010). Ridge, on the other hand, uses the

reference albedo parameters but a slightly lower solar

constant value of 1352 W m22. Values of the albedo pa-

rameters are given in Table 1 and appendix A.

The differing solar constants are a product of the pro-

cedure to find the multiple states. The multiple states in

Aqua were in fact discovered inadvertently in the process

of exploring the sensitivity of the solutions to the ice/snow

and ocean albedos. In light of this result and the study of

RM09 (who considered the role of ocean gyres in shaping

the structure of the OHT), we searched for multiple states

in Ridge in a more systematic way. Starting from the ref-

erence (ice free) Ridge simulation (Ferreira et al. 2010),

the solar constant was slowly decreased until a large ice

cap appears and stabilizes at So 5 1352 W m22. Solutions

for intermediate solar constants exhibited tendencies

to drift back to an ice-free state: one of them was car-

ried forward and its solar constant readjusted to So 5

1352 W m22.

FIG. 2. Time series of the global volume-averaged temperature

of the ocean in the four simulations. The last 4100 yr are shown.

Note that the time series of the warm Aqua, cold Aqua, and cold

Ridge are shifted (the shift is indicated in parentheses), but the

ordering of the global mean temperatures is preserved: converged

values for the warm Aqua, warm Ridge, cold Aqua, and cold Ridge

are 16.448, 8.78, 2.968, and 1.158C, respectively.

TABLE 1. Table of the ice/snow albedo parameters. See appendix A

for definitions.

amax
I amin

I acold
S awarm

S aold
S

Aqua 0.7 0.30 0.85 0.5 0.5

Ridge 0.6 0.25 0.80 0.45 0.45

4 The Aqua calculation was repeated without diffusion of sea ice

thickness. The results do not change substantially; multiple equi-

libria are found both with and without sea ice thickness diffusion.
5 Although the land surface plays a negligible role in Ridge

(because of its small width), we nevertheless solve for temperature,

soil moisture, and runoff associated with the land cells.
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As might be anticipated from a consideration of EBMs,

a snowball solution exists for both Ridge and Aqua.

These states are not our primary focus of attention here

but are briefly described in appendix C. Of the two other

equilibria, one is warm (with ice only at the very pole) and

one is cold (with ice extending down to middle latitudes).

We refer to these as the warm and cold solutions, re-

spectively.

All solutions presented here are nearly symmetric about

the equator, reflecting the symmetric boundary conditions

of both Aqua and Ridge. Attempts to find asymmetric

states (e.g., ice in only one hemisphere) by integrating

from asymmetric initial conditions have thus far been

unsuccessful. Asymmetric geometrical constraints, as

seen in realistic geography, could be important to obtain

asymmetric states.6

a. Atmospheric state

Figure 3 shows the zonal wind and potential tempera-

ture for the cold and warm atmospheric states of Ridge.

The corresponding solutions in Aqua are very similar to

FIG. 3. Zonally averaged (top) zonal wind (m s21) and (bottom) potential temperature (K) for the (left) cold and

(right) warm solutions of Ridge. For the wind, the solid and dashed contours denote westward and eastward flow,

respectively, and the zero contour is highlighted. The Aqua atmospheric states are very similar.

6 Note that asymmetric ocean states such as those found by

Bryan (1986) are unlikely in a coupled system. They were obtained

in an ocean-only experiment under a prescribed surface freshwa-

ter flux symmetric around the equator. In a coupled system, an

asymmetric ocean circulation would lead to asymmetries in SST,

atmospheric state, and eventually evaporation minus precipitation.
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those in Ridge and are therefore not shown [Fig. 4,

however, presents zonal-average plots of surface air tem-

perature, surface zonal wind stress, and top-of-the atmo-

sphere (TOA) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and

absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) fluxes for both

Aqua and Ridge]. Note that Figs. 3–7 of the coupled

GCM are 40-yr averages. The zonal winds of the warm

and cold states have generally similar patterns and mag-

nitudes, with trade winds in the tropics, westerly winds

centered around 408, and subpolar easterlies north of 558.

The temperature structures are also similar with flat iso-

therms in the deep tropics and broad baroclinic zones (in

thermal wind balance with the zonal winds) in mid- to

high latitudes. There are some noteworthy differences,

however. The jet stream is slightly broader in the cold

state with weaker polar easterlies and slightly stronger

trade winds. This is probably because of the presence of

sea ice, which generates strong meridional temperature

gradients at low levels (see bottom-left panel near 608)

and thus strengthens and extends the baroclinic zone

poleward into high latitudes. The eddy heat flux y9T9 in

the storm track (computed from bandpassed anomalies

between 2.5 and 10 days) has a broader meridional extent

and is more intense in the cold than in the warm state.

This latter effect contributes significantly to the larger

atmospheric heat transport (AHT) at those latitudes in

the cold state (see Fig. 6).

In the upper troposphere, meridional temperature

gradients are weaker in the cold state because of a weaker

stratification in the deep tropics. This is associated with a

larger tropical lapse rate (which closely follows a moist

adiabat) found in colder/drier climates: the equatorial

lapse rate is 6.48C km21 in the cold state compared to 5.38C

km21 in the warm state. The weaker meridional gradient

in the upper troposphere in the cold state counteracts the

stronger gradient at low levels. This leads to the somewhat

counterintuitive result that upper-level westerlies are

larger in the warm state than in the cold one. The

strength of the surface winds does not change noticeably

between the warm and cold states, however (see Fig. 4).

b. Oceanic state

Figure 5 shows the time- and zonal-mean ocean tem-

perature and the residual-mean overturning circulation

for the cold and warm states of Ridge and Aqua. In both

states, the temperature exhibits a marked thermocline in

the subtropics because of pumping down of warm water

from the Ekman layer around 258N/S and upward suction

of cold water at the equator and near 508N/S, reflecting

the pattern of surface wind stress. Despite broad simi-

larities in their thermal structures, Ridge and Aqua ex-

hibit very different dynamical balances. The meridional

barrier in Ridge allows both zonal pressure gradients and

geostrophic meridional currents to contribute to balanc-

ing the applied wind stress. A gyre circulation develops

with a Sverdrup interior, western boundary currents, and

marked zonal asymmetries. The thermocline is relatively

shallow. In Aqua, however, the thermocline is deep: the

zonal stress is balanced by (parameterized) eddy form

stress, as described in Marshall et al. (2007), following the

model of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current developed

by Marshall and Radko (2003).

In the warm states, there is also a thermocline at high

latitudes (poleward of 508) due to the presence of polar

easterlies, which act to pump freshwater (;28 psu) down

from the surface, creating very stable stratification. In

the cold state, sea ice exists poleward of 508 or so. Here,

SSTs are uniform and close to 21.98C. Those cold dense

waters extend over the whole high-latitude water column

FIG. 4. (top)–(bottom) Surface air temperature, TOA ASR,

TOA OLR, and surface wind stress for the cold (black) and warm

(gray) solutions of Ridge (solid) and Aqua (dashed).
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and cover the bottom of the ocean. In the warm states,

deep temperatures are much higher, by a full 78 and 158C

relative to the cold state in Ridge and Aqua, respectively.

In all solutions, the temperature of bottom water is

close to that of the surface waters at the poleward edge of

the subtropical thermocline, around 508–558N/S. In Aqua,

this is straightforward to understand, because deep con-

vection occurs near 508, where isopycnals are drawn up-

ward by Ekman suction and weak stratification develops

in subsurface layers (a phenomenon similar to precondi-

tioning; see the review in Marshall and Schott 1999). In

Ridge, deep convection occurs on the eastern side of the

basin between 608 and 808 of latitude. However, because

of advection by the subpolar gyre, relatively warm surface

waters present at the gyre boundary are advected eastward

and poleward into the convective region. In both warm

and cold states, the temperature of deep water does not

correspond to the coldest water at the surface but rather to

the somewhat higher temperature typical of surface waters

near 508–558N/S.

In all solutions, the residual-mean circulation is domi-

nated by the subtropical wind-driven cells, although the

pattern of overturning differs strongly between Ridge

and Aqua, reflecting the different dynamics at play. In

particular note the deep overturning cell in Aqua ex-

tending over the thermocline. Here the quasi adiabaticity

FIG. 5. Zonally averaged potential temperature (gray shading) and Cres (red) in the ocean for the (top) cold and

(bottom) warm solutions of (left) Ridge and (right) Aqua. For temperature, the contour interval is 28C, while the

dashed and thick solid lines highlight the 218 and 08C contours, respectively. The residual-mean circulation (Sv) is

the sum of the Eulerian and eddy-induced circulation. Solid and dashed contours denote clockwise and anticlockwise

circulations, respectively. Because the solutions are symmetric about the equator, only one hemisphere is shown.
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of the circulation in the ocean interior is clearly revealed

by the coincidence of streamlines and isotherms (note that

density is dominated by temperature in the subtropics). In

Ridge, this is less evident because of zonal asymmetries in

the ocean state.

The pattern and magnitude of the overturning circula-

tion changes little between the cold and warm states,

consistent with the fact that they are primarily wind driven

and the broad pattern of surface winds changes little. A

notable exception is the disappearance of the high-latitude

cell in the cold solution of Ridge with the growth of the

sea ice cap. In the warm state, this cell is associated with

deep convection and deep-water formation at these

latitudes.

c. Meridional energy transports

The ocean, atmosphere, and total (atmosphere plus

ocean) heat transports are shown in Fig. 6. The OHT re-

aches a maximum in the subtropics near 208N/S, where it

dominates the total transport, and becomes small at high

latitudes. Because of the ridge, which supports a subpolar

gyre and high-latitude deep convection, the OHT in the

warm state of Ridge has a small, albeit significant,

contribution poleward of 508. In comparison, the AHT

has a smoother, hemispheric-scale structure with maxima

at 458N/S.

The OHT scales as ;CDT, where C is the strength of

the MOC and DT is the (vertical) difference in potential

FIG. 6. (top) Oceanic, (middle) atmospheric, and (bottom) total heat transport for the cold (dot-dashed) and warm

(solid) solutions of (left) Ridge and (right) Aqua (PW 5 1015 W).
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temperature between the upper and lower limbs of the

overturning circulation (see Czaja and Marshall 2006).

This helps one rationalize changes in OHT on moving

from the warm to the cold solutions: the OHT increases

strongly in the subtropics but weakens at high latitudes, in

both Ridge and Aqua. The first effect is primarily due to

the strong cooling of the deep-water masses (which in-

creases DT ) and, to a lesser extent, the strengthening of

the circulation (increase in C). The effect is stronger in

Aqua probably because its subtropical thermocline is

very deep, extending down well in to the bottom waters.

The second effect is related to the insulating role of sea

ice:7 at equilibrium, the OHT poleward of the sea ice

edge must be very small.

The AHT also exhibits an increase in its peak value,

consistent with a strengthening of the storm track from the

warm to the cold state. Note that the increase is propor-

tionally smaller than in the ocean. As a result, the total HT

(Fig. 6, bottom) exhibits an increase over a broad band of

latitudes. Interestingly, comparison of Ridge and Aqua

emphasizes that the total HT is relatively insensitive to the

details of the ocean–atmosphere circulation and depends

primarily on the albedo, as discussed in Stone (1978) and

Enderton and Marshall (2009).

The TOA albedo difference between the cold and

warm states of Ridge is shown in Fig. 7, along with con-

tributions from the surface albedo change and from

changes in the cloud and noncloud radiative properties.

The TOA (or planetary) albedo A is defined as 1 2 Q/S,

where Q and S are the absorbed and total incoming solar

radiation at the top of the atmosphere. Contributions to

the TOA albedo change are computed following a modi-

fied version of the method described in Taylor et al. (2007,

hereafter T07). More details are given in appendix B. The

Aqua configuration gives similar results and is therefore

not shown.

As expected from the sea ice cover expansion going

from warm to cold states, the TOA albedo exhibits a large

increase poleward of 408 (Fig. 7, solid black). The increase

peaks at 0.28 near 558, close to the ice edge, and decays to

0.1 at the poles. (The sharp decline seen on the equator-

ward side of 558 is in fact smoothed out by the zonal and

annual averaging.) The TOA albedo increase averages to

about 0.21 over the latitudes of the cold state sea ice cap

(508–908). Gorodetskaya et al. (2006) estimated the im-

pact of sea ice on TOA albedo from observations. They

found an increase in TOA albedo of 0.25 (0.16) from ice-

free to ice-covered conditions in the Northern (Southern)

Hemisphere. Values from our GCM are consistent with

these observational estimates.

The surface albedo contribution DAa to the TOA al-

bedo change (Fig. 7, dashed black) is by far the largest

contribution. Importantly, note that the actual surface

albedo change is about 2 3 DAa (not shown). This shows

that, regardless of the details of cloud cover and other

atmospheric radiation conditions, the atmospheric opac-

ity strongly attenuates the surface albedo changes when

seen from the top of the atmosphere. The cloud contri-

bution DACLD is negative nearly everywhere and is es-

sentially due to a decrease in cloud cover in the drier cold

state. On the other hand, the noncloud contribution is

positive at all latitudes. This mainly results from a de-

crease in clear-sky atmospheric absorption in a drier cli-

mate (i.e., more shortwave passes through the drier

atmosphere and bounces back to space). The cloud and

noncloud contributions are small but not negligible.

However, they tend to strongly compensate one another.

As a consequence, the TOA albedo change appears, to

first order, as a scaled down (by about a factor 2) surface

albedo change. Note, however, that between 408S and

408N, where there is no surface albedo change, the cloud

contribution dominates and leads to a small TOA albedo

reduction.

A closer examination of the seasonal cycle of cloud

cover (not shown) reveals that the largest differences be-

tween the warm and cold cases seen at high latitudes occur

during the winter season. In the warm simulations with

open, ice-free polar oceans, fractional cloud cover at high

latitudes is high and relatively constant throughout the

year, hovering near 85%. By contrast, the polar cloud

cover in the cold simulations undergoes a large seasonal

FIG. 7. Annually and zonally averaged change in TOA albedo

between the cold and warm states of Ridge (DA; solid black) and

contributions from surface albedo (DAa; dashed black), cloud

(DACLD; dashed gray), and noncloud (DACLR; solid gray) atmo-

spheric radiative responses. See text for the details. The Aqua results

are very similar.

7 Note that vertical diffusion of heat across the ice layer is rep-

resented in the sea ice model and so it is not entirely insulating.
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cycle, with summer values similar to the warm cases but

winter values as low as 35%. The warm simulations thus

experience an enhanced cloud cover during polar night

relative to the ice-covered cases, and the additional in-

frared opacity of these clouds mitigates the winter season

radiative cooling of the polar oceans. Clouds thus appear

to contribute a positive feedback on temperature changes

at high latitudes in this model. This effect is complemen-

tary to the ice albedo feedback but operates during the

winter season when there is no albedo effect because of

the polar darkness. It is reminiscent of the ‘‘high-latitude

convective cloud feedback’’ described by Abbot and

Tziperman (2008a,b), but the polar clouds in our model

are not convective in origin. They appear to be driven by

the large-scale atmospheric circulation and constrained by

the very low moisture poleward of the sea ice edge in the

cold simulations.

The increase of ASR and outgoing longwave radiation

at the top of the atmosphere from cold to warm (Fig. 4,

middle) partially cancel each other. The sign of the

changes and their partial cancellation are not surprising

as, moving from open ocean to sea ice–covered ocean,

one expects less shortwave absorption and less thermal

longwave emission (from the large temperature decrease

throughout the atmosphere).

d. Variability of the coupled system

The mean states of the coupled system described above

exhibit considerable internal variability on all time scales,

from day-to-day variations, the seasonal cycle, and out to

centennial fluctuations. Thus, the multiple states we have

described are stable enough to persist through significant

internal variability of the coupled system. This is impor-

tant, because such variability is absent from the simplest

EBMs, and the presence of noise has been shown to de-

stabilize otherwise stable equilibria in some EBM solu-

tions (Lee and North 1995). As expected, the largest

perturbations occur on seasonal time scales. The seasonal

and interannual variations of the Northern Hemisphere

sea ice cover in the cold solutions are illustrated in Fig. 8.

The climatological sea ice area varies by 14 million km2 in

Ridge and 7 million km2 in Aqua over a season (20% and

10% of their annual-mean cover, respectively). Note that

the sea ice covers are rather large relative to contem-

porary observations, because there is little land on our

aquaplanets. The zonally averaged northern sea ice

fraction at its maximum (January) and minimum (Sep-

tember) extent (Fig. 8, top right) gives an impression of

the geographical variation of sea ice cover with the sea-

sons. Note that the ice ‘‘edge’’ is in fact rather wide, no-

tably at the maximum sea ice extent in January, with the

ice fraction varying from 0% to 100% over 58–108 of

latitude. This is because the wintertime sea ice does not

have time to reach full cover. In addition, for Ridge, there

is a zonal asymmetry in the sea ice edge, which has

a southwest-to-northeast tilt across the basin.

The annual-mean sea ice area anomalies for Ridge and

Aqua are shown in Fig. 8 (bottom), for a stretch of 500 yr

(note the absence of drift). In both solutions, anomalies of

2 million km2 recur, sometimes persisting over a decade or

more, with occasional excursions exceeding 3 million km2.

The Aqua time series is somewhat regular in behavior,

and its spectrum has a marked peak at a 40-yr period. The

Ridge time series has a more random behavior and a ‘‘red

noise’’ spectrum.

e. Summary

The key characteristics of the multiple states described

above are summarized in the schematic diagram (Fig. 9).

It shows the ocean’s thermocline, residual circulation,

OHT, and sea ice extent in the warm, cold, and snowball

states. The latitude of 508 corresponds (approximately) to

the poleward edge of the subtropical thermocline set by

the pattern of prevailing winds. Because the multiple

equilibria exist in both Ridge and Aqua, the schematic

emphasizes their common aspects.

As noted above, the ‘‘bulge’’ of the warm subtropical

thermocline is a consequence of Ekman pumping associ-

ated with the trade/westerly winds acting at the surface. It

is also the location of the bulk of the OHT, which is pri-

marily achieved by a wind-driven meridional overturning

circulation (blue). Poleward of the subtropical thermo-

cline, the OHT drops to vanishingly small values. Hence,

heat is ‘‘deposited’’ at the poleward edge of the sub-

tropical thermocline, which also corresponds to the mean

location of the ice edge in the cold solution. It appears

then that convergence of OHT on the poleward flank of

the subtropical thermocline limits the equatorial expan-

sion of sea ice, leading to a stable equilibrium with a large

polar ice cap.

Despite large differences in the ocean dynamics due to

the very different geometrical constraints in Aqua and

Ridge, the wind-driven subtropical cell dominates the

OHT, resulting in a large midlatitude OHT convergence

in all cases. Note that the difference in OHT between the

cold and warm states seems to be of secondary impor-

tance because they both realize a large midlatitude OHT

convergence.

4. Slab ocean experiments with specified OHT

To further explore the role of OHT, we present a series

of experiments with our coupled system in which the

ocean component is replaced by a slab-mixed layer

of uniform depth with prescribed OHT convergence or

‘‘q flux.’’ The atmosphere and sea ice components are
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identical to those used in the coupled GCM while, in the

ocean, the SST is now the only prognostic variable. Cli-

matological monthly-mean heat budgets of the top ocean

level are used to diagnose the q flux for both the warm and

cold equilibrium states. Annual and zonal means of the

q flux are plotted in Fig. 10 (left).

A first set of experiments is realized with this system by

initializing it from the cold and warm states of the coupled

GCM and applying the warm and cold q fluxes. All ex-

periments are integrated out to equilibrium: 100 yr is

sufficient in most cases. We use a mixed layer depth of

30 m (the thickness of the first ocean level of the coupled

model); other choices of mixed layer depths yield differ-

ent adjustment times but do not produce a different

equilibrium. The time evolution of the sea ice extent for

the four runs is shown in Fig. 10 (right). It is plotted in

terms of an equivalent ice-edge latitude defined as the

latitude of the sea ice caps if they were zonally and in-

terhemispherically symmetric (this diagnostic effec-

tively smoothes out seasonal variations).

We also carry out a set of perturbation experiments in

which the q flux is slightly modified so as to move its peak

value meridionally. The perturbations are dipoles with

Gaussian-shaped lobes of amplitude 68 W m22. The

perturbations are steady state (no seasonal component)

and preserve the globally integrated ocean heat budget.

For each q flux, both positively and negatively perturbed

q fluxes are constructed, corresponding to a poleward and

an equatorward displacement of the OHT convergence,

respectively (shown in color shading in Fig. 10, left). The

perturbation experiments are started from the equilibrium

states of the unperturbed experiments and are shown in

Fig. 10 (right, years 100–200; the color coding of the curves

matches that of the perturbed q flux shown on the left).

To build our confidence in the relevance of the slab-

ocean model, it is notable that it reproduces the fully

coupled GCM equilibrium states. When the warm initial

conditions and q flux are paired, the solution equilibrates

into a nearly ice-free state (upper red curve at right

panel). For the cold pairing, the solution has a sea ice cap

FIG. 8. (top left) Seasonal cycle of the Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent (106 km2). (top right) Zonal-mean

Northern Hemisphere sea ice concentration in January and September. (bottom) Annual-mean sea ice extent

anomaly in the Northern Hemisphere as a function of time (note that, to remove some of the highest frequencies,

the time series are smoothed with a 1–2-1 running mean filter). Black and gray curves correspond to Ridge and

Aqua, respectively.
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extending into the midlatitudes around 508 (lower blue

curve).

If now the cold q flux case is run from the warm state,

the solution remains ice free (upper blue curve). Con-

versely, if the warm q flux is employed with cold state

initial conditions, the large ice cap persists, although it

expands equatorward by 158 of latitude. This is not

unexpected in the light of the scenario described in Fig. 9:

the region of strong OHT convergence occurs at a lower

latitude in the warm state (Fig. 6, left). A further test can

be seen in the perturbation experiments with large ice

caps. For both warm and cold q flux, a positive (negative)

perturbation—a slight poleward (equatorward) shift of

the peak convergence—results in a poleward (equa-

torward) shift of the ice edge. On the other hand, the ice-

free solutions are completely insensitive to the q-flux

perturbations. This is not surprising, because the ice-free

state is not sensitive to the difference between the warm

and cold q fluxes.

We have also experimented with simple analytical forms

for the q flux and found that, when the OHT has a broad

equator-to-pole structure (as seen in classical EBMs)

rather than a strong midlatitude convergence, the large ice

cap solution does not exist. We are currently investigating

these issues in more detail (B. Rose 2011, unpublished

manuscript).

These slab-ocean experiments confirm that the exis-

tence of the multiple states (a large ice cap and an ice-free

state) is made possible by the meridional structure of the

OHT, namely a large OHT out of the tropics and a rela-

tively weak transport at high latitudes. Importantly, the

existence of the multiples states does not depend on the

details of the OHT structure, although the exact location

of the edge of the large ice cap does. Furthermore, our

results support the interpretation of the mechanism at work

in the coupled GCM sketched in Fig. 9. In the cold states,

the ice edge equilibrates just poleward of the maximum

FIG. 9. Schematic of the multiple equilibrium states: (a) ocean

thermal structure (black) and residual overturning circulation

(red), (b) OHT transport in the warm (dashed) and cold (solid)

states, and (c) sea ice extent for the three stable states.

FIG. 10. Results from atmosphere-slab ocean runs with specified OHT. (left) Mean q fluxes diagnosed from the

warm (red) and cold (blue) states of Aqua. The green and yellow shadings indicate positively perturbed q fluxes (i.e.,

poleward migration of the OHT convergence), while the cyan and magenta shadings indicate negatively perturbed

q fluxes (i.e., equatorward migration of the OHT convergence). (right) Time series of the equivalent sea ice latitude

(see text) starting from the warm (equivalent latitude of ;908) and cold (equivalent latitude of ;508) states of the

coupled GCM. The perturbed experiments are started from the equilibrated states of the unperturbed experiments

and are displayed for years 100–200. The color coding of the curves corresponds to that used for the q flux in (left).
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OHT convergence. We take this as strong evidence that

OHT convergence stabilizes the ice edge, preventing fur-

ther equatorward migration.

5. Interpretation of multiple equilibria in terms of
an energy balance model

Building on the sketch shown in Fig. 9, we now explore

a modified version of the ocean–atmosphere–sea ice

EBM developed by RM09. The RM09 model extends the

classical EBM in two important ways: 1) the temperature

and heat transport of the two fluids (atmosphere and

ocean) are represented explicitly and 2) the effect of sea

ice is represented not only in the surface albedo but also in

the insulation of the ocean/atmosphere interface. This

framework allows RM09 to explore the consequences of

latitudinal structure of the OHT. They demonstrate the

existence of an additional stable equilibrium state (not

present in the classic EBM) in which the ice edge prefers

to rest at latitudes where OHT reaches a minimum. Their

model thus requires a stronger constraint on OHT than

seen here in our coupled GCM.

The RM09 model employs gyre dynamics as a ‘‘proxy’’

to explore the impact of latitudinal structure of the OHT

on the multiple equilibria. Diagnostics of our coupled

GCM, however, shows that the wind-driven meridional

overturning circulation is the principal agent of OHT

rather than horizontal gyres (which are, of course, entirely

absent in Aqua). Here, therefore, we modify the RM09

EBM to take into account the dynamics seen in the cou-

pled model: that is, an OHT dominated by wind-driven

subtropical overturning cells acting on a vertical temper-

ature gradient. In the following, we show that, by using

such a representation of the OHT, RM09’s EBM supports

multiple equilibria, which bear a marked similarity with

those seen in the coupled GCM.

a. Formulation of atmosphere–ocean EBM

The atmosphere–ocean EBM (AO-EBM) used here

is identical to that of RM09, with the exception of the

different treatment of the ocean dynamics. The reader is

thus referred to RM09 for a detailed description.

The model consists of two coupled, zonally averaged

heat-budget equations governing the atmosphere and

ocean through temperatures Ta and Ts (functions of

latitude f and time). We account for annual-mean solar

heating, emissions to space, air–sea heat exchange, and

convergence of heat transport in each fluid as follows:
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Here, Ca/o are column-integrated heat capacities

(J m22 8C21),A is the coalbedo, So is the solar constant,

s(f) is a specified latitudinal distribution of solar heat-

ing, Fout 5 Aout 1 BoutTa is the outgoing longwave flux,

Fup 5 Aup 1 Bup(Ts 2 Ta) is the net surface-to-atmosphere

heat flux,H
a/o

are the heat transport terms (W), and a is

the planetary radius. In the model, Ts represents the

temperature of the surface, which may be open water or

sea ice. The ice–albedo feedback is included by allowing

A to drop discontinuously where Ts reaches the freezing

threshold Tf.

The AHT is treated as a simple diffusion down the

mean temperature gradient,
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Here, the coefficient Ka is taken as constant in latitude.

b. Representation of ocean heat transport

To capture the OHT dynamics seen in the GCM, we

parameterizeHo as the sum of a meridional overturning

acting on a vertical temperature gradient and a diffusive

term,
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where cres is a prescribed overturning streamfunction,

Tdeep is the deep-ocean temperature, and Dz is a depth

scale over which the overturning is assumed to operate.

In contrast to RM09, the diffusion coefficient Ko is

constant and small. Diffusion is included primarily to

satisfy boundary conditions: its contribution to OHT

is small relative to that of the cres term. The spatial

structure in OHT is introduced through cres, which has

a prescribed latitudinal structure.

As seen in Fig. 5 and discussed in section 3b, deep-

ocean temperatures in the coupled GCM are spatially

homogeneous in all four states, roughly equal to the

surface temperature near 508–558. We formalize this in

the EBM by setting Tdeep equal to the surface ocean

temperature at a specified critical latitude fcrit (which

we take as 508),

T
deep

5 max[T
s
(f

crit
), T

f
]. (5)

Note that the max operator appears here because, where

there is sea ice cover, Ts represents the ice-top temper-

ature, whereas the ocean temperature below the ice

is assumed to be Tf. The vertical temperature gradient
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Ts 2 Tdeep thus changes sign across fcrit, in agreement

with the GCM results.

The formulation of the overturning contribution to

the OHT in Eq. (4) makes it clear that, in essence, the

term cres/Dz is the overturning streamfunction com-

puted in temperature layers. Such ideas have been used

to explore the partitioning of the ocean and atmosphere

heat transport (e.g., Held 2001; Czaja and Marshall 2006).

Here, we computed the overturning streamfunction in

potential temperature layers from Aqua (not shown

here; for plots and details, see Marshall et al. 2007).

This overturning is comprised of two antisymmetric

cells, not unlike the z-coordinate MOC shown in Fig. 5.

The magnitude of the cell as a function of latitude is

plotted in Fig. 11 (top left). Here, cres rises from zero at

the equator to a large tropical peak, falls off rapidly in

the subtropics, and decays more gradually into the higher

latitudes. When multiplied by the vertical temperature

gradient, this produces a large OHT out of the tropics

and much more modest extratropical OHT, in accordance

with the coupled GCM shown in Fig. 6. In our calcula-

tions, cres is held constant. Note, however, that the OHT is

a prognostic variable in our EBM because both Ts and

Tdeep are free to evolve.

We set the time derivatives of Eqs. (1)–(2) to zero and

solve the EBM as a numerical boundary value problem.

This is a numerical generalization of the analytical

method described by North (1975) for the classical

EBM. No-flux conditions are imposed at the equator and

pole. Continuity conditions are imposed on Ta andHa at

the ice edge. For the ocean, we impose Ts 5 Tf andHo 5

0 at the ice edge. This no-flux condition represents the

insulating effect of the sea ice as described in RM09. This

method maps out the entire solution space of the EBM,

including both stable and unstable branches. This ap-

proach differs from RM09, who used a time-stepping

procedure to solve Eqs. (1)–(2) and thus found only

stable states.

Parameter values for the EBM calculations are given

in Table 2; they are chosen to give a good fit between the

warm states of the EBM and the coupled GCM. In par-

ticular, the radiative and albedo parameters allow for

good quantitative agreement in both the shortwave and

longwave budgets at the top of the atmosphere, thus

FIG. 11. Results of the modified AO-EBM of RM09. (top left) Profile of ocean overturning in potential temper-

ature coordinates diagnosed from the warm Aqua state. This profile is used to parameterize the OHT Ho [see

Eq. (4)]. (bottom left) Hysteresis plot showing the ice-edge latitude of the steady-state solution of the AO-EBM.

Stable (unstable) solutions are denoted by thick (thin) lines. The dashed line indicates So 5 1366 W m22. (top right)

Oceanic, atmospheric, and total heat transports and (bottom right) SST profiles of the cold (dashed) and warm (solid)

solutions obtained for So 5 1366 W m22.
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capturing the net effects of clouds in the coupled GCM.

Let us emphasize that the EBM parameters were

chosen ‘‘by hand’’ rather than a formal optimization

procedure and that they were fitted only to the warm

Aqua state.

c. Equilibrium solutions of EBM

There are three stable solutions to the EBM for the

same parameters and external forcing, analogous to the

three stable solutions seen in the coupled GCM. These

are 1) a warm ice-free state, 2) a completely ice-covered

snowball state, and 3) a cold state with a large ice cap

extending down in to the midlatitudes. Figure 11 shows

the SST (bottom right) and heat transports (top right)

for the warm and cold states. The snowball solution,

which is of little interest here, is not shown in detail.

The warm and cold solutions share many features with

those seen in the coupled GCM for both Aqua and Ridge.

The patterns of the heat transports are well captured.

In particular, note the increase in subtropical OHT and

its decrease at high latitudes on moving from the warm

to the cold states. The total heat transport increases by

about 1 PW at its peak going from warm to cold, as in the

GCM. In both models, this increase largely consists of an

increase in AHT, although the EBM shows a poleward

shift in the peak AHT from warm to cold, which is not

seen in the coupled GCM. This may be a consequence of

the absence of atmospheric dynamics in the EBM or of

our assumption of a fixed cres.

The multiple-valued structure of the EBM solutions

can be seen in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 11, where we

plot the ice-edge latitude fi as a function of So. Branches

of the curve where dfi/dSo , 0 (shown in thin lines) are

unstable (Cahalan and North 1979). Multiple equilibria

of interest are denoted by the intersections of this curve

with the horizontal dashed line at the reference value

So 5 1366 W m22. With this parameter set, the three

stable solutions coexist for a range of solar constants

between 1360 and 1390 W m22. This figure shows that

an abrupt transition from the warm to the cold state can

be initiated by a modest (;6 W m22) reduction in solar

constant from its reference value. The cold state is stable

for So as low as 1310 W m22; the transition into the

snowball state therefore requires a much larger reduction

in So (about 4% of the reference value). The transition

from cold to warm state is also abrupt in the EBM and

occurs at So 5 1390 W m22. We are currently inves-

tigating the extent to which the transitions between the

warm and cold states in the coupled GCM resemble the

EBM hysteresis curve in Fig. 11.

The existence of the cold state in the EBM, as well

as its broad similarity to the cold state of the GCM,

suggests that our simple EBM captures the important

physics of the problem. As emphasized in RM09, the

meridional structure of the OHT is a key to the stabili-

zation of the midlatitude ice edge and thus the existence

of multiple equilibria in the EBM and, we believe, in the

much more complex coupled GCM.

6. Conclusions

We have shown that genuine multiple equilibria exist

in a highly complex coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice

model. In both Aqua and Ridge configurations, compris-

ing very different ocean circulations, three different stable

climate states are possible for exactly the same external

forcing: a warm ice-free state, a cold state with an ice cap

extending down into middle latitudes, and a snowball

state in which the planet is entirely covered with ice. These

states have very different climates, which persist for

thousands of years without any hint of drift. Moreover,

they exist in the presence of significant internal variability

in the coupled system, an aspect that is conspicuously

absent from, for example, EBMs: there is a seasonal cycle,

weather noise, and vigorous internal variability on all time

scales. Significantly, these multiple equilibria are not an

TABLE 2. Parameter values for the AO-EBM calculations. See RM09 for complete symbol definitions.

Parameter Value Notes

a 6.373 3 106 m The earth’s radius

Tf 228C Freezing temperature

a0 0.72 Open-ocean coalbedo

a2 20.078 Open-ocean coalbedo (zenith angle dependence)

ai 0.4 Ice-covered coalbedo

Ca 107 J m22 8C21 Column-integrated heat capacity for the atmosphere

Co 18.5 3 107 J m22 8C21 Ocean heat capacity (mixed layer depth of 45 m)

Ka 4.0 3 106 m2 s21 Atmospheric diffusivity

Ko 300 m2 s21 Oceanic diffusivity

Aout 212 W m22 Outgoing longwave constant

Bout 1.5 W m22 8C21 Outgoing longwave sensitivity

Aup 238 W m22 Surface heat flux constant

Bup 15 W m22 8C21 Surface heat flux sensitivity
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exotic feature of our coupled model obtained in only a

narrow region of parameter space. They exist for different

ice albedo parameters (appendix A), with or without sea

ice thickness diffusion, and are found in two ocean ge-

ometries with very different ocean dynamics.

The warm state and the snowball state are perhaps not

surprising, being the key prediction of classic EBMs.

However, our coupled system also supports a third sta-

ble cold solution with an ice cap extending down in to

middle latitudes. This new third stable state was antici-

pated by RM09. They showed that if EBMs are ex-

tended to take into account (i) the meridional structure

of OHT and (ii) the insulating property of sea ice: a

stable cold state with a large ice cap can be supported, in

addition to the warm state and the snowball. Building on

RM09, we showed that an EBM can capture the essen-

tial physics, generating three stable states that are very

similar to those obtained in our complex coupled model.

The results of the coupled model, atmosphere-slab

ocean model and EBM all suggest that the existence of

three multiple states, and most notably of the equilib-

rium state with a large sea ice cap extending into the

midlatitude is due to the meridional structure of the

OHT. The key aspect is a strong convergence of OHT

in to the midlatitudes from the tropics, as sketched in

Fig. 9. Details of the meridional OHT structure do not

matter for the existence of the multiple states. This is

exemplified by the difference in OHT between Aqua

and Ridge and by the atmosphere-slab ocean experi-

ments. Let us emphasize that the condition for three

multiple states is more general than put forward by

RM09, who stressed the need for a minima in OHT: the

Aqua setup does not have a local minimum in OHT.

Indeed such dynamical features as gyre dynamics and

polar deep convection (not found in Aqua but responsible

for the secondary peak in OHT seen in Ridge) are not

essential to support the cold state. Encouragingly, the

existence of multiple equilibria appears to rely on rather

robust dynamical features as 1) a wind-driven overturning

cell that, overlaid on a subtropical thermocline, generates

a large OHT in the subtropics and 2) a comparatively

small OHT poleward of the subtropical thermocline. Both

are robust features of the observed climate, even when

considering the large uncertainties in observed OHT

(Trenberth and Caron 2001; Wunsch 2005). They are also

common features of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) class models under preindustrial condi-

tions and global warming conditions (Randall et al. 2007).

In addition, they are seen in other idealized configurations

with north–south asymmetries and multiple basins (see

Fig. 1 of Ferreira et al. 2010).

This leads us to believe that the highly idealized ge-

ometries employed here are not crucial to the existence

of the multiple states. Nevertheless, much needs to be

explored. Although our results prove that multiple states

are not just a propriety of low-order models, the impact of

the symmetric setup around the equator, of the absence

of significant continental surfaces, and of the flat ocean

bottom should all be evaluated. Explorations of multiple

equilibria in the Double-Drake setup, which has in-

terhemispheric asymmetries and multiple basins (Ferreira

et al. 2010), are currently underway. In addition, although

our coupled GCM has a full 3D dynamics in both ocean

and atmosphere, much ground remains to be covered to

reach the full complexity and resolution of IPCC class

coupled models. Notably, our intermediate complexity

atmospheric physics used in combination with low verti-

cal resolution needs further inquiry.

Finally, it is worth putting our results in perspective

with some paleoclimate records. The SST characteristics

of the multiple states are reminiscent of those estimated

for past climates such as the warm house of the Eocene

and Cretaceaous and the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM).

The warm solutions are also characterized by abyssal

ocean temperatures, which reach ;128C, not unlike those

suggested by the paleo d18O record of 50 Ma (Miller et al.

1987). The SST increases from the cold to the warm state

by 88–98C near the equator and by as much as to 358–378C

at the poles (Fig. 4). The equator-to-pole temperature

difference is large in the cold solutions, about 558C, but

decreases dramatically by a factor 2 (;288C) in the warm

solutions. These changes are as large as major climate

shifts between the ice house of the LGM and the warm

house climate of the Eocene (Pierrehumbert 2002).

These similarities raise the intriguing possibility that

multiple states could exist in the real coupled climate

system and furthermore that they could have played

a role in past (and future) climatic evolution. This also

raises the important question of how the system can

transition between states. The inner variability of the

coupled ocean–atmosphere–sea ice system appears un-

likely to trigger transitions, at least in our configuration.8

One has therefore to invoke (slowly) varying external

8 Adkins et al. (2005) show that a stable stratification comprising

fresh/cold on top of salty/warm water, as in our warm solutions, can

store large amounts of potential energy because of the thermo-

baricity of seawater. If heated from below (e.g., by geothermal

heating), such a state could become unstable and result in a cata-

strophic overturning event. If this were to happen to a warm state,

relatively cold (but well above freezing point) surface water would

be mixed with warmer deep water. This mechanism seems there-

fore unlikely to flip a warm state into a cold one. Furthermore, if

one assumes a geothermal flux of 100 mW m2 (a rather high value),

the stratifications in Ridge and Aqua would take ;4000 and

;1300 yr, respectively, to become unstable in the absence of any

diffusion or advection.
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forcings such as orbital parameters and CO2 concentra-

tions. What are the magnitude and duration of the per-

turbations necessary to push the system from one state to

the other and what are the time scales of those transitions?

Can Aqua and Ridge, if appropriately forced, generate the

characteristic sawtooth shape seen in glacial–interglacial

cycle? We are currently investigating these issues.
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APPENDIX A

Sea Ice Albedo Parameterization

Because of the key role of the snow/ice albedo in the

multiple states, we briefly describe its representation in

our GCM. The albedo has two contributions, from snow

and ice. The ice albedo aI has a minimum value of amin
I

and increases with the sea ice thickness (exponentially

on a thickness scale hI
a 5 0.25 m) toward a maximum

value amax
I . The snow albedo aS computation starts with

a temperature dependence: the snow albedo is high acold
S

for surface temperature lower than 258C and decreases

linearly to a low value awarm
S for surface temperature

higher than 08C. The albedo thus obtained is lowered by

an age dependence: an exponential decay on an ‘‘age’’

scale of 5 days toward aold
S . The final snow/ice albedo

is a weighted mean of aS and aI: a
I

exp(�h
S
/ha

S) 1

a
S
[1 � exp(�h

S
/ha

S)], where hS is the snow layer thick-

ness and hS
a 5 5 cm.

The snow/ice albedo reaches its highest acold
S for a cold

thick layer of fresh snow and its lowest value amin
I for

a thin layer of bare ice. Importantly, note that the albedo

of a surface grid cell is a weighted mean (by the sea ice

fraction) of the snow/ice albedo and ocean albedo. Al-

bedo parameters differing between Aqua and Ridge are

given in Table 1.

APPENDIX B

Estimations of the Planetary Albedo Contributions

To estimate the contribution of surface albedo, cloud,

and noncloud effects on differences in planetary albedo

between states, we apply the ‘‘approximate partial ra-

diative perturbation’’ procedure described in T07. The

method is based on a simple shortwave radiative model,

which represents the full complexity of the atmosphere

by means of three parameters: a surface albedo a, an

atmospheric absorption m, and an atmospheric scatter-

ing g. Using outputs from the GCM, these coefficients

are diagnosed for overcast and clear-sky portions of

each model grid cell (in both the warm and cold states).

Using the analytical expression for the planetary albedo

A, one can then estimate its various contributions by

‘‘plugging in’’ the relevant cold and warm parameters

and differentiate.

Here, we find that use of the shortwave model de-

scribed in T07 leads to unphysical results (e.g., negative

atmospheric absorption under clear-sky conditions).

Therefore, we modify the simple shortwave radiative

model so that it parallels more closely the actual com-

putation carried in the coupled GCM. Except for this

modification, we follow the method described in T07.

In our shortwave radiative model, a shortwave beam

does a single pass up and down the atmosphere (see

Fig. B1 for a schematic). It is modified successively by

absorption and scattering back to space on the down-

ward path, reflection at the ground, and absorption on

the upward path. We define A as 1 2 Q/S, where S and Q

are the total incoming and absorbed solar radiation at

the top of the atmosphere, respectively. Also, we have

the following:

QY
s 5 m(1� g), (B1)

Q[
s 5 m(1� g)a, and (B2)

Q[
t 5 mg 1 m2(1� g)a, (B3)

FIG. B1. Schematic of the simple shortwave radiative model used

with the methodology of T07. The model represents a pass of

a shortwave beam up and down the atmosphere: S is the solar in-

solation, g is the scattering coefficient, (1 2 m) is the atmospheric

absorption, and a is the surface albedo. Note that absorption occurs

both in the downwelling and upwelling branches, but there is

scattering only in the downwelling pass.
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where Qs
Y, Qs

[, and Qt
[ are the surface downward, surface

upward, and TOA upward shortwave fluxes divided by S.

After some simple manipulations, one obtains the following:

a 5
Q[

s

QY
s

, (B4)

g 5
Q[

t �Q[
s QY

s

QY
s 1 Q[

t

, and (B5)

m 5
QY

s

1� g
. (B6)

Finally, the TOA albedo can also be expressed as

A(m, g, a) 5 1�Q

S
5 mg 1 m2(1� g)a. (B7)

One can, for example, estimate the surface albedo con-

tribution to the TOA albedo change between the cold

and warm states as [see Eq. (12b) of T07]

DA
a

5
1

2
[A(m

c
, g

c
, a

c
)�A(m

c
, g

c
, a

w
)]

1
1

2
[A(m

w
, g

w
, a

c
)�A(m

w
, g

w
, a

w
)], (B8)

where the subscripts ‘‘w’’ and ‘‘c’’ denote parameters esti-

mated from Eqs. (B4)–(B6) for the warm and cold states,

respectively. We refer the reader to T07 for more details

[particularly Eqs. (16b) and (16c)], which gives contributions

from cloud and noncloud atmospheric radiative properties

to the TOA albedo change). Note that, as in T07, we use

climatological monthly-mean fields to compute all quanti-

ties, which are then annually and zonally averaged (Fig. 7).

APPENDIX C

Snowball Earth Solution

To explore the existence and nature of snowball so-

lutions in Ridge and Aqua, the two configurations were

initialized with uniform T and S in the ocean (S 5

35 psu and T 5 21.98C, the freezing point of water at this

salinity) and a uniform 10-m-thick sea ice sheet over the

whole globe. From these initial conditions, the ocean in

both configurations further cools while sea ice thickens.

This happens because the water extracted from the

ocean to grow sea ice increases the salinity and thus

lowers the freezing point. After 2000 yr, the sea ice is

about 200 m thick and, although the solutions are not

equilibrated, the rate of cooling decreases. Goodman

and Pierrehumbert (2003) suggest that sea ice thickness

in a snowball world could grow in excess of a kilometer

and that geothermal heating (as the only source of heat

for the ocean) is a key factor in determining the equilib-

rium thickness. Finding equilibrated snowball solutions

was not attempted here. Instead, we seek to demonstrate

that, in both Ridge and Aqua, a snowball state coexists

along with the warm and cold solutions for exactly the

same set of parameters and external forcings.

The snowball solutions exhibit very interesting circu-

lation patterns, as can be seen in Fig. C1 for the Aqua

configuration after 2000 yr of integration (the Ridge

snowball solution shows similar features). As shown in

the top panel, the atmosphere is very cold, with small

equator-to-pole gradients. This is to be expected, because

most of the incoming solar radiation is radiated back to

space. As a consequence of the small baroclinicity, there

is little synoptic-scale activity and surface winds are close

to zero. Moreover, the atmosphere is very dry, with

FIG. C1. The snowball solution in Aqua: (top) zonal-mean po-

tential temperature (black; K) and zonal wind (red; m s21) in the

atmosphere and (bottom) zonal-mean density (shaded) and residual-

mean streamfunction (red; Sv) in the ocean.
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specific humidity reaching only 0.5 g kg21 near the sur-

face at the equator.

The sea ice reaches a maximum thickness of ;200 m

at the pole decreasing to about 175 m at the equator. In

the ocean, the temperature is nearly uniform, varying by

a few hundredths of a degree around the mean value of

21.988C. The (weak) density stratification is almost

exclusively due to salinity contrast, itself resulting from

freezing near the poles and melting of sea ice in the

tropics. The freshwater budget is balanced by the action

of sea ice thickness diffusion transferring ice from the

pole to the equator. At the pole, brine rejection associ-

ated with freezing generates deep convection and the

densest water masses.

As expected, the Eulerian circulation is close to zero,

because there is little mechanical or buoyancy forcing at

the top of the ocean (suggestive of the possible key role

of geothermal heating). Interestingly, the eddy-induced

circulation is the main component and is in fact of sub-

stantial magnitude, reaching 30 Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21)

at high latitudes. This circulation opposes the salt contrast

generated by the pattern of freezing/melting, transporting

freshwater from the tropics poleward. Note that ocean

freshwater, ocean heat transport, and atmospheric heat

transport are all very small, peaking at 0.09 Sv, 1023 PW,

and 0.4 PW, respectively.
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